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“Successful Mediation in a Statutorily Fixed Benefit 
Environment: Washington State Workers' 

Compensation" 
 

By Charles McCullough, Senior Assistant Chief Industrial Appeals Judge1

 
 

 
 Mediation and other forms of alternative dispute resolution (hereinafter ADR) 

have been credited with saving our judicial system from the virtual collapse caused by 

the onslaught of appeals filed by aggrieved citizens seeking judicial recourse.  

Mediation has provided a facilitated forum for these litigants to vent their frustrations 

and, with the proper amount of self-determination, focus on their underlying interests.  

Through this process, compromise can be achieved and litigation resolved.   

In the administrative arena, the universe of outcomes can be much narrower.  An 

applicant either "is" or "is not" entitled to the benefit she seeks.  Those scholars, keenly 

aware of the "all or nothing" component of a statutorily fixed benefit, may question the 

use of ADR resources when there is no apparent middle ground to be reached through 

compromise.  These materials are submitted in support of allocating ADR resources in 

the administrative law setting to cultivate a customer efficient dispute resolution model. 

The Hard Questions: 

Prior to implementing any ADR program (or soon thereafter), an organization 

should fully analyze the reasons behind implementing such a program.  Is ADR forced 

                                            
1 The opinions contained herein are those of the author.  They are forwarded to stimulate discourse.  
They do not represent the Washington State Board of Industrial Insurance Appeals as a governmental 
agency nor do they necessarily reflect the views held by the any one Board Member.   
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upon the adjudicative tribunal by outside forces or is it embraced by the judicial culture 

that already exists?  Is ADR consistent with the mission of the organization or must 

senior management lead a major organizational course redirection prior to implementing 

a new ADR program.  Ultimately, every tribunal must grapple with the core philosophical 

question, "Who owns the mediation process?"  Is it the litigants that appear before it 

or is it the administrative tribunal that must conduct its daily business accordance with 

provincial rules or statewide standards? 

The answer to this philosophical query dictates the tribunal response to other key 

questions.  For example, may a party opt out of mediation?  Arguably, if the party owns 

the process, then he should have the right to determine whether he should dedicate his 

time and resources to such an endeavor.  On the other hand, if the tribunal owns the 

ADR process, then it may have a vested interest in party attendance or party 

participation.  An example of a tribunal investment would include a link between funding 

and settlement rate (almost always fraught with problems).  Mediators may debate as to 

whether the mere fact that a court requires attendance at a mediation event converts a 

voluntary program to an involuntary one.  Parties may complain that their neutral 

mediator2

                                            
2 Performance expectations for our mediators never include a settlement result target.  A partial sample of 
our agency's mediator expectations are as follows:  

 was biased because she had a vested interest in either the dispute or the 

process. 

 
- Establish the Board of Industrial Insurance Appeal’s (BIIA) jurisdiction to hear the appeal unless 

there is a jurisdictional issue that cannot be resolved by an agreement of the parties.  
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Some tribunals, whether caught in the tsunami of day-to-day demands on time or 

the unwillingness to make a firm commitment--never make this philosophical choice.  

Instead, senior management is forced to make operational mediation program decisions 

on a case-by-case basis.  This leads to inconsistent results that are difficult to convey to 

staff and process participants.  With a thoughtful commitment to process ownership 

from inception, any ADR program has a greater probability for success.  

A successful mediation program is obviously any organizers primary goal.  

Taxpayers and lawmakers who provide funding on a "pilot project" basis want to see 

objective results that will demonstrate great stewardship of public expenditures.  They 

will want graphs and diagrams extrapolating the savings to points far out into the future.  

Others will demand that functioning adjudicatory programs include systematically 

implemented process improvements that will focus on production which may ultimately 

save a fund-strapped program from extinction.   
                                                                                                                                             

- Inform pro se parties of BIIA procedures and requirements, of legal consequences of dismissal or 
settlement, the right to a representative, burden of proof, and separate nature of the BIIA and the 
Department of Labor and Industries.  In addition, inform pro se parties as to the role of the BIIA.  
 

- Draft Orders on Agreement of Parties and Dismissals within three days of the date the complete 
record is referred to the judge.  
 

- Review all agreements for legal and factual sufficiency and draft the order in proper format.   
 

- Conform to the requirements of IAJ Performance Expectations and Code of Ethics, and the Ethics 
in Public Service Act, and all agency policies.  
 

- Conduct Conferences as Needed. Maintain and manage a caseload to effectively and efficiently 
use the resources of the agency.  
 

- Maintain order in proceedings, while treating the parties with dignity and courtesy. 
 
- Build and maintains internal and external customer satisfaction with the services offered by the 

organization. 
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Washington Model   
 

 Washington state's workers' compensation system is administered by the 

Washington State Department of Labor & Industries (hereinafter the "Department").  In 

addition to administering the state fund, it also oversees the administration of worker's 

compensation claims administered by employers authorized by the Department to 

conduct business as self-insured employers.  All employers, unless specifically 

exempted by statute, are required to carry workers' compensation coverage.  Employers 

are not permitted to carry private workers' compensation insurance policies but must be 

either covered through the Washington state fund or qualify as a self-insured employer.   

 The Board of Industrial Insurance Appeals (BIIA) is a state agency whose 

function is to hear appeals to Department workers' compensation benefit 

determinations.  The BIIA is a quasi-judicial entity.  The BIIA's purpose is to hear and 

decide appeals from the decisions of the Department and determine whether the 

appealing party was correct or whether the Department made the correct determination 

in the first place.  At its bare essence, the question is a binary one that is mediated at 

the BIIA; specifically, whether the appealing party (generally the claimant) is entitled to 

the relief she sought. 

 In keeping with the BIIA mission to serve the public by resolving disputes in a 

timely fashion, the mediation unit is uniquely positioned to settle appeals earlier in the 

process.  In many instances, this is the first time our customers have had an opportunity 

to discuss their interests and concerns about their claim with a trained communications 

facilitator.  Many appellants have previously conducted all of their prior communications 
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with the Department either by letter or by e-mail.  This may be the party's first 

opportunity to have an actual dialogue. 

 In mediation at the BIIA, the parties control the outcome of their dispute and can 

craft a resolution that fits their needs.  Mediation is an efficient tool to resolve disputes 

because appeals are resolved without the expense of litigation and the delay caused by 

witness unavailability. 

  At most of the BIIA mediation conferences, our industrial appeals judges use 

problem solving techniques to explore resolution options.  All of the BIIA mediators have 

received their Civil Mediation in the facilitative model at the National Judicial Colleges 

through the University of Nevada at Reno.  Moreover, the Board has recently approved 

this training for hearing judges to increase the trained pool of facilitative communicators 

both for promotional candidates and for coverage needs as part of our Disaster 

Preparedness Plan.  A hearing judge in our model would never be permitted to act in 

both a mediator and an adjudicator role.  Continued training is necessary for a 

successful mediation program.   

At the BIIA, a granted appeal ordinarily begins in the mediation unit by being 

assigned to a mediation judge.  There are occasions in which cases are scheduled 

with a hearing judge first but these occurrences are a rarity and generally occur as a 

result of organizational necessity.  Once scheduled, the mediation conferences at the 

BIIA are informal and are frequently held by telephone with all the parties participating 

at the same or various locations.  Mediators will travel to local venues throughout the 
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state to conduct in-person mediation conferences and dismiss hearings if the 

appealing party fails to attend the scheduled mediation event or if the appealing party 

is self-represented.  When a person is self-represented, BIIA mediation conferences 

are almost always in-person so that the mediator has an opportunity to observe    non-

verbal communication that may be lost during a telephone conference. 

Prior to a mediation conference, a notice of conference and a jurisdictional 

history is mailed to the parties. This historical summary is created by the BIIA for the 

convenience of the parties to assist them in demonstrating that the appeal is properly 

before the BIIA.  The parties most often readily agree to the content of the fact sheet 

which establishes the Board's jurisdiction.  This agreement marks the first success the 

parties have in working together and can lay the foundation for a substantive 

resolution of the appeal.   

At the first conference, the mediator clarifies the issues to work on in order to 

explore the underlying interests.  As an example, when a certain period of time-loss 

compensation is requested it is an opportunity to determine whether the claimant is 

interested in returning to work with that particular employer or seek retraining to 

change his field of employment.   

On occasion, the stated issue or position does not necessarily reflect the 

participant's true interest.  A party may request a substantial disability award when in 

fact she may resolve the claim for a lesser award and an apology.  In another instance 

a party may agree to change dates of hearing loss manifestation (which change pay 
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out schedules in Washington) because the claimant's interest is not the award 

payment but rather the fact that he may only have a few months to live and not want to 

leave on-going litigation for his elderly wife.  Mediation provides the parties with an 

opportunity to expand resolution options beyond the "all or nothing" statutory options 

available to the hearing tribunal.    

An appeal can be resolved at the mediation level by the parties reaching an 

agreement, at which time an Order on Agreement of Parties (OAP) will be issued.  

Unlike some jurisdictions, our mediators draft a record or proceeding memorializing 

the agreement.  Other jurisdictions require the parties to draft their understanding of 

the resolution.  The BIIA requires its mediation judges to draft the record of 

proceedings to support the OAP to assure that the agreement is supported by the law 

and the facts as required by our state law.     

If the appealing party wishes to dismiss their appeal, an Order Dismissing 

Appeal will be drafted by our mediation judge.  When a party is self-represented, our 

mediators will explain that the determination under appeal will become final as a result 

of the dismissal.  In this instance, the mediator serves as an educator to the self-

represented litigant.   

Our mediation program has developed a hybrid alternative dispute resolution 

option that sprang from early neutral evaluation concepts.  A party may request that 

the BIIA resolve their appeal by using a binding medical examination.  (Hereinafter 

Medical Examination in Mediation or MEXM).   WAC 263.12.093(3).  All parties must 
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agree to the medical doctor and to the notion that the binding examiner's report will 

resolve all the agreed issues.  At the conception of this ADR option, a binding 

examination cost approximately $700.00 on average.  This was a cost savings tool 

since our tribunal was funded approximately $1,000.00 per appeal.  In 2011, our 

organization was funded approximately $1,150.00 per appeal on average.  The 

average cost per MEXM often times exceeded the cost per case allocation.  The 

lesson learned from this ADR option is regardless of a tribunal's best intentions to 

timely resolve disputes in a customer friendly manner, there are occasions when 

successful settlement options must be revisited when environmental challenges, such 

as increasing cost, arise.  

If the appeal cannot be resolved at the initial conference, additional conferences 

may be scheduled by the mediator until an impasse is decided.  If a mediator declares 

an impasse, he may send the matter to the hearing section to schedule a formal 

hearing.  The mediator also has the option to request that the file be return to her if 

she decides that mediation services are viable after a hearing is scheduled and 

docketed for a future date.   

The most obvious benefit of mediation to the Board and the parties is that nearly 

45% of all appeals filed with the Board are resolved in mediation by either an agreed 

order or a dismissal of the appeal.  Prior to the first day of hearing, 75 % of all appeals 

settle of dismiss.   
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Generally, the sooner a resolution is reached, the quicker fixed benefits can 

reach the appellant.  Often, a litigant is without wage replacement or, in Washington's 

system, necessary and proper medical treatment, until the appeal can be fully litigated.   

 

During the same time period, it took roughly between 41 to 44 weeks to fully 

litigate an issue and receive a Proposed Decision and Order.  This timeframe does not 

include the review process that is eliminated when parties reach a voluntary agreement.  

In mediation, on average, a case is resolved in one-third the time. 
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In addition to the time and costs saved as a result of settlements/dismissals, the 

Board uses mediation to accomplish a number of other important purposes: (1) 

identify/simplify issues of fact and of law; (2) receive agreements concerning 

jurisdiction; (3) determine need for interpreters; (4) assess access to justice concerns; 

(5) and provide opportunity for earlier case preparation. 

Conclusion 
 
Mediation and other ADR models are valuable tools to resolve appeals in the 

administrative arena.  The parties have an opportunity discuss their interests with each 

other, often, for the very first time.  Despite the narrow range of benefits that are 

frequently at issue in many "all or nothing" administrative systems, an opportunity for 

litigants to discuss their appeal with each other leads to creative solutions.  With the 

assistance of a neutral who is a trained communications facilitator, the tribunal will 

process more settlements.  As important, for those cases that do not settle, the litigants 

will have a better understanding of what is expected of them at hearing. 
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